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My chin grows on my nose, I never wear any clothes, I wrap my hair around my bare, and down the road I go. - My chin Where the trail ends Needles and pins, needles and pins, sew me a sheet to catch me wind. - From Needles and Pins Falling Up Millie McDeevit screamed screaming so loudly that she
made her eyebrows steam. - From Screamin' Millie Falling Up I won't play the tug of 'war. I'd rather play the hug on 'War - from Hug O' War, where the trail ends If you're a dreamer, come on. - from Invitation Where the trail ends Anything can happen, child, anything can be. - from Listen Mustn'ts, where
the trail ends balancing my ABC lasts from noon to the middle of the past three. I don't have time to catch a T or even stop to P. – Alphabalance Falling Up Last night I had a crazy dream that I was teaching at school. My teachers turned into kids, and I set the rules. - From Crazy Dream Falling Up If we
were a rock 'n' roll band, we would travel all over the country. - from rock 'N' roll band Light in the attic It lacked a piece. And that wasn't happy. - from the missing piece The Missing Piece of Mo by heart dictionary, but simply fail to find a job, or anyone who wants to marry someone who has memorized
the dictionary. - Memorizin' Mo Light in the attic Someone has to go polish the stars, looking a little boring. - from Someone has light in the attic Homework Machine , Ah homework machine, the most perfect machine that has ever been seen. - from Homework Machine Light in the attic to a real appeasian,
a pet man told my father. Turns out it was an aunt eater, and now my uncle is angry! - Anteater Light in the attic The saddest thing I've ever seen was a peckin' clover on a plastic tree. He looks at me, and Friend, he says, things aren't as sweet as they used to be. - Peckin' Light in the attic There are too
many children in this bath. - from the Crowded Bath Light in the attic Last night as I lay thinking here some Whatifs crawled inside my ear – Whatif Light in the Attic We were caught fast-digesting Gink, and now we dodgin' teeth... And now we're resting in his gut, and now we're back on the street. - Quick
Trip Light in the attic No one loves me, nobody cares, no one chooses peaches and pears. - from Nobody Light in the attic Baby's bat screamed in fear, Turn on the darkness, I fear the light. - Batty Light in the attic Anyway, you have been warned and I will not be blamed if your wild strawberries cannot be
tamed. from Wild Strawberries, where the trail ends Sarah Cynthia Sylvia Stout would take the garbage out! - from Sarah Cynthia Sylvia Stout there would be garbage out where the trail ends if the track is hard and the hill is rough, thinking you may just not be enough! - from The Little Blue Engine, where
the trail ends But all the magic I knew I had to do myself. - from Magic, where the trail ends and he did not know where he went, but he knew that he was going somewhere, because you really have to go somewhere, right? - from Lafcadio, the lion who shot Lafcadio, the Lion who shot back and all the

colors I'm inside have not yet been invented. - from Colors Where the trail ends Once there was a tree ... and she loved a little boy. - from Giving Tree Giving Tree They put a bra on cameo, she wasn't dressed properly, you know. - From Dali's Camedy Bra To Light in the Attic Everything You Could Haveby-Shouldas Layin' in the Sun, Talkin' 'bout things that I could-could-would have done... But you should-could've-Shouldas all escaped and they took off one little one did. - would-could-I-should, Falling Up The Giving Tree cover, showing giving tree offers apple boyAuthorShel SilversteinGenreChildren
picture bookPublisherHarper &amp; RowPublication dateOctober 7, 1964 (55 years)ISBN978-0-06-025665-4 Followed by Who Wants Cheap Rhino? Giving Tree Garden in Holon, Israel Giving Tree is an American children's picture book written and illustrated by Shel Silverstein. First published in 1964
by Harper &amp; Row, it became one of Silverstein's most famous titles, and was translated into many languages. This book has been described as one of the most divisive books in children's literature; the controversy stems from whether the relationship between the main characters (boy and titular tree)
should be interpreted as positive (i.e. the tree gives the boy selfless love) or negative (i.e. boy and tree have an abusive relationship). Background Silverstein had trouble finding a publisher for Giving Tree. [1] [2] Editor Simon &amp; Schuster rejected the manuscript of the book because it felt too sad for
children and too simple for adults. [1] [2] Tomi Ungerer encouraged Silverstein to reach out to Ursula Nordstrom, publisher of Harper &amp; Row. [1] An editor with Harper &amp; Row stated that Silverstein had made the original illustrations scratched like his cartoons for Playboy, but that he later
reworked the art in a more pared-down and much sweeter style. [3] The final black-and-white drawings were described as unedified... visual minimalism. [4] Harper &amp; Row has released a small first edition the book, which consists of only 5,000-7,500 copies, in 1964. [5] Plot Book follows the lives of
apple trees and boys who develop a relationship with each other. The tree is very giving and the boy develops into being a teenager, a man, then an older man. Despite the boy getting older in the story, the tree appeals to the boy as Boy all his life. In childhood, the boy has to play with the tree, climbing
her trunk, rocking from her branches, carving Me + T (Tree) into the bark, and eating her apples. However, as a boy ages, he spends less time with the tree and tends to visit it only when he wants material items at different stages of his life, or does not come to the tree himself (such as putting lady friend
on the tree and carving Me +Y.L. (her initials, often assumed to be short for young love) into the tree. In an effort to make the boy happy at each of these stages, the tree gives him parts of himself that he can turn into material items such as money (from her apples), the house (from her branches), and the
boat (from her trunk). With each stage of giving, Strom was happy. In the closing pages, both the tree and the boy feel the sting of their respective giving and taking nature. When only the stump stays on the tree (including carving Me+T), she's not happy, at least at that moment. The boy returns as a tired
older man to be reunited with the tree. She tells him she is sad because she can't give him shade, apples, or any materials like in the past. He ignores this (because his teeth are too weak for apples, and he is too old to swing on branches and too tired to climb her trunk) and states that all he wants is a
quiet place to sit and rest, which tree, which is weak is just a stump, could provide. With this final stage of giving, Strom was happy. Income Interest in the book increased orally; for example, in churches it was celebrated as a parable of the joy of giving. [1] More than 5 million copies of the book have been
sold since 2001, placing it at 14th [6] 8.5 million copies of the book were sold by 2011. [2] In the 1999-2000 National Education Association online survey of children among Kids' Top 100 Books, the book was 24th [7] In the 2007 Online Teachers' Top 100 Children's Books poll by the National Education
Association, the book came in third place. [8] It was the 85th of the Top 100 Picture Books of all time in a 2012 school library journal poll. Scholastic Parent &amp; Child magazine ranked it in 2012 #9 list of the 100 best children's books. [10] Since 2013, it has ranked third on the Best Children's Books list.
[11] Interpretations This section contains weasel words: vague phrasings that often accompany biased or unverifiable information. declarations should be clarified or removed. (April 2015) There are many interpretations of the book, including:[12][13] Ursula Nordstrom's religious interpretation attributes the
success of the book to partly Protestant ministers and Sunday-school teachers who believed that the tree represented the Christian ideal of unconditional love. [14] Environmental interpretation Some people believe that the tree represents Mother Nature and the boy represents mankind. The book was
used to teach children's environmental ethics. [15] Educational Resource for Children describes the book as an allegory on human responsibility for living organisms in the environment,[16] Lisa Rowe Fraustino states that some curricula use the book as a what-not-to-do pattern. [13] Friendship
interpretation One writer believes that the relationship between a boy and a tree is one of friendship. As such, the book teaches children how your life becomes polluted by trappings of the modern world - as you 'grow up' - your relationships tend to suffer if you let them fall on the sidelines. [17] Another
writer's critique of this interpretation is that the tree seems to be grown when the boy is young, and cross-generational friendships are rare. [17] In addition, this relationship can be seen from a humanities perspective, emphasizing the need to help each other. [18] Parent-child interpretations A common
interpretation of the book is that tree and boy have a parent-child relationship, as well as a 1995 collection of essays about the book edited by Richard John Neuhaus in first things magazine. [19] Among essayists, some were positive about the relationship; For example, Amy A. Kass wrote about a story
that is wise and true about giving and about motherhood, and her husband Leon R. Kass encourages people to read the book because the tree is a symbol of the sacred memory of our own mother's love. [19] Other essayists have expressed negative opinions. Mary Ann Glendon wrote that the book is a
nursery story for the 'I' generation, a primer of narcissism, catechism exploitation, and Jean Bethke Elshtain felt that the story ends with a tree and the boy both wrecks. [19] A 1998 study using phenomenographic methods found that Swedish children and mothers tended to interpret the book as dealing
with friendship, while Japanese mothers tended to interpret the book as dealing with parent-child relationships. [12] Interpretation as satire Some authors believe that the book is not actually intended for children, but should instead be considered adult satire in line with Jonathan Swift's modest proposal.
[20] [21] Criticism and controversy by Elizabeth Bird, writing for the School Library Journal, described Giving Tree as one of the most divisive books in children's literature. [22] Criticism about the depiction of the relationship between the boy and the tree. [23] Completely self-effacing, the 'mother' treats her
'son' as if he were an eternal child while he treats her as if he were frozen in time as an importunate child. This overrated picture book thus represents, as a paradigm for young children, heartlessly exploitative human relationships - both across the sexes and across generations. It perpetues the myth of a
selfless, omnivorous mother who exists only to be used, and the image of a male child who cannot offer reciprocity, express any gratitude, feel no empathy - an insidious creature that does not encounter any limitations on its demands. Winter Prosapio said the boy never thanks the tree for his gifts. [24] In
an interview with Horn Book Magazine, Phyllis J. Fogelman, an editor with Harper &amp; Row, said that the book is about a sadomasochistic relationship and upends masochism to a level of good,[3] that reflects Mary Daly's analysis in Gyn/Ecology: The Metethics of Radical Feminism. [25] One college
instructor found that the book caused both male and female correctional reading students to be angry because they felt the boy had abused a tree. [26] For teaching purposes, he paired the book with a short story by Andre Dubus called The Fat Girl, because his plot can be described as Giving Tree in
the opposite direction. [26] Some readers may interpret the book on a broader background of Silverstein's interactions with women, such as that he attended Playboy Mansion and Playboy clubs, and reportedly, according to his biography A Boy Named Shel,[27] slept with hundreds, perhaps thousands of
women. [28] Author of photography Photo Silverstein, which is used on the back cover of the book. Silverstein's photo on the back cover of the book drew attention. [22] [29] One writer described the photo as showing the author's jagged menacing teeth and bad, glaring eyes. [30] Another writer likened
the photo to the photo at the back where the trail ends, in which Silverstein resembles satanist Anton LaVey. [31] Cultural Influences and Adaptations Other versions of the Short Animated Film from the Book, produced in 1973, represented Silverstein's narrative. [32] [33] Silverstein also wrote a song of
the same name played by Bobby Bare and his family on his album Singin' in the Kitchen (1974). [34] Silverstein created an adult version of the story in a cartoon called I Accept the Challenge. [31] In the cartoon, a cut off a naked man's arms and legs with scissors, then sits on his torso in a pose similar to
the final drawing in Giving Tree, in which an old man sits on a stump. [31] Jackson and Dell (1979) wrote an alternative version of the story for teaching purposes, which was titled The Other Giving Tree. [20] It featured two trees next to each other and a boy growing One tree behaved like the one in
giving tree, ended up like a stump, while the other tree stopped at making the boy apples, and not giving the boy his branches or trunk. At the end of the story, the stump was sad that an old man decided to sit in the shade of the second tree. [20] Playwright Topher Payne (2019) wrote an alternative
ending to The Tree Who Set Healthy Boundaries as part of the Topher Fixed It series for young people. In this version, the tree teaches the boy to become a better person. Both are better for tree endeavor, and so is the world around them. [35] Cultural influences This section may contain non-selected,
excessive or irrelevant examples. Improve the article by adding more descriptive text and removing less relevant examples. See Wikipedia's guide to writing better articles for more suggestions. (October 2019) Giving Tree Band took its name from the book. [36] Plain White T EP Should've Gone to Bed
has the song The Giving Tree, written by Tim Lopez. The 2010 short film I'm Here, written and directed by Spike Jonze, is based on Giving Tree; the main character Sheldon is named after Shel Silverstein. [37] References ^ and b c d Cole, William (9 September 1973). About Alice, rabbit, tree.... The New
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